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One moment can change everything forever.

For Jim Parish, that moment came on an ordinary morning like every other morning in a thoroughly ordinary
existence, as he was walking to a bus stop on his way to a perfectly ordinary job. A splash from a passing car
driving through a puddle soaked his trousers, stopping him in his tracks. He heard a scream from above and
looked up.

A jumble of white and blue with flying black hair toppled out of a third floor window, followed by a
horrified wail from the woman who lunged out and just missed brushing her fingers against the falling
bundle, desperately clutching empty air and leaning out so far that she nearly fell herself. Jim watched with
his mouth open; before he could assess the situation he instinctively put his arms out and, to his amazement,
caught the child and pulled her safely to his chest.

That one moment in itself would have been enough to shake the foundation of any world, but this was no
ordinary girl who had fallen into his life. A chaotic storm swirled around this tiny nucleus, pulling Jim into a
highly improbable stream of seemingly random events. He would discover love and fear, hope and terrible
loss, and learn the immutable lessons of probability mathematics. The chances of the socially awkward Jim
Parish becoming involved with a beautiful PhD, an unusual pair of FBI agents, a mysterious government
think-tank, and a vicious serial killer might have seemed impossible; but as Jim learned, any event, however
improbable, becomes a near certainty once it has actually occurred.
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From reader reviews:

Angel Huitt:

The reserve untitled Chaos Theories is the reserve that recommended to you to see. You can see the quality
of the book content that will be shown to anyone. The language that author use to explained their way of
doing something is easily to understand. The author was did a lot of research when write the book, therefore
the information that they share for you is absolutely accurate. You also might get the e-book of Chaos
Theories from the publisher to make you far more enjoy free time.

Louis McCarthy:

This Chaos Theories is completely new way for you who has intense curiosity to look for some information
because it relief your hunger details. Getting deeper you onto it getting knowledge more you know or you
who still having small amount of digest in reading this Chaos Theories can be the light food to suit your
needs because the information inside that book is easy to get by means of anyone. These books produce itself
in the form which is reachable by anyone, sure I mean in the e-book web form. People who think that in
guide form make them feel tired even dizzy this e-book is the answer. So there is no in reading a reserve
especially this one. You can find what you are looking for. It should be here for anyone. So , don't miss it!
Just read this e-book variety for your better life as well as knowledge.

Timothy Holeman:

You can find this Chaos Theories by go to the bookstore or Mall. Just simply viewing or reviewing it can to
be your solve trouble if you get difficulties for the knowledge. Kinds of this e-book are various. Not only
simply by written or printed but additionally can you enjoy this book by simply e-book. In the modern era
including now, you just looking by your local mobile phone and searching what your problem. Right now,
choose your own personal ways to get more information about your guide. It is most important to arrange
you to ultimately make your knowledge are still change. Let's try to choose suitable ways for you.

Mae Marks:

A lot of publication has printed but it is unique. You can get it by online on social media. You can choose the
very best book for you, science, witty, novel, or whatever by simply searching from it. It is known as of book
Chaos Theories. Contain your knowledge by it. Without leaving behind the printed book, it could add your
knowledge and make a person happier to read. It is most significant that, you must aware about e-book. It
can bring you from one spot to other place.
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